Diverse
Abilities
Diverse Abilities is an independent,
not for profit organisation working
together with families to help meet
the needs of local people, of all ages,
with
physical
and
learning
disabilities.
Diverse Abilities, wanted to help
people recycle their Christmas trees
whilst raising money to support
children and adults living with
disabilities in the Dorset area. The
campaign was called TreeCycle,
which involved people logging on to
the Diverse Abilities web site and
registering their Christmas trees for
collection in return for a donation.
Then volunteers with vans collected
the old Christmas trees. The trees
were then put through a chipper,
with the chippings being used for
parks, playgrounds or to even make
underwater ecosystems.

The Challenge
The challenge Diverse Abilities faced
was that they spent a lot of time trying
to find the best route for the
volunteers to collect the registered
Christmas trees. This often disrupted
the productivity and the logistics of
the TreeCycle campaign.
After spending so much time on
finding the optimal route, the staff
and volunteers found that they still
used a large amount of fuel which
contributed to the carbon footprint.
This was quite frustrating for the
charity, which is why Keyfort stepped
in to help with the campaign.

The Solution
Keyfort's contribution was to
provide a cloud-based server and
write a software programme,
TreeVista, which automatically takes
the tree locations from the web site
and calculates the most efficient
collection routes based on vans,
drivers, capacities and tree volumes.
It then produced a collection rota for
each driver, saving the need for
lengthy manual routing. This made
good use of volunteer driver time
and minimised fuel consumption.

This is the third year Keyfort has
volunteered its services free of
charge for Diverse Abilities. Keyfort
is honoured to play its part alongside
the charity staff and volunteers to
provide an environmentally friendly
service and support helping people to
realise their full potential. Keyfort is
looking forward to the many years to
come working alongside Diverse
Abilities.

The Result
“Keyfort have really helped our
TreeCycle campaign! It really has
made our lives easier, which
means we can focus more on
working with families to help
those with physical and learning
disabilities.”
Nicole Davey
Corporate & Community Manager
Diverse Abilities
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